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Abstract—This paper presents a novel Variational Bayes x-
vector Voice Print Extraction (VBxVPE) system, capable of
capturing vocal variations using multiple x-vector representa-
tions with two-stage clustering and outlier detection for robust
speaker recognition and verification. The presented approach
demonstrates beyond the state-of-the-art results when evaluated
against the ‘core-core’ and ‘core-multi’ evaluation conditions of
the Speakers In the Wild dataset, achieving an Equal Error
Rate of 1.06%, Cost of Detection score of 0.052, minimum Cost
of Detection score of 0.010, Speaker Identification Accuracy of
95.84% with Precision, Recall and F1 score values of 0.964, 0.958
and 0.961, respectively on the ‘core-core’ evaluation condition
and Equal Error Rate of 1.07%, Cost of Detection score of 0.066,
minimum Cost of Detection score of 0.010 with Precision, Recall
and F1 score values of 0.967, 0.963 and 0.965, respectively on the
‘core-multi’ evaluation condition.

Index Terms—Voice Biometrics, Speaker Recognition, Voice
Print Extraction, X-Vectors, Speakers in the Wild.

I. INTRODUCTION

Speaker diarization and verification research is gaining
traction in recent years with regard to the advances in the
state-of-the-art. This increasing interest is due to a number of
factors, such as the commercial importance of diarization and
biometrics for speech technology and downstream NLP tasks.
The accessibility to realistic real-world evaluation datasets,
such as DIHARD-2 [1] & DIHARD-3 [2], CALLHOME
[3], AMI [4], VoxCeleb [5], MultiSV [6], HI-MIA [6] and
CHiME-6 [7]), and advances made with deep learning have
nurtured several ground-breaking architectures, fostering an
active community of researchers working to try and solve
this long-standing complex problem. Diarization is the task of
determining the boundaries of speakers in utterances within
a conversation, i.e. who is speaking when. This process typi-
cally involves several stages, namely Voice Activity Detection

(VAD), segmentation of the identified speech segments into
shorter segments, extraction of the speaker’s features using
either i-vectors [8], d-vectors [9], or x-vectors [10]), and
clustering the segments using techniques such as k-Means
[11] or, Agglomerative Hierarchial Clustering (AHC) [12]
to obtain accurate speaker separation from a multi-speaker
recording. The real-world evaluation corpora have exposed the
complexity of the task for real-world conversational scenarios
complicated by noise, reverberation and overlapping speech.

During the early 2000s, the trailblazing speaker recognition
systems were based on the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)-
Universal Background Model (UBM) approach, where the
GMMs of individual speakers were adapted from UBM trained
on a large amount of unlabelled data to represent the acoustic
feature distribution of speech, and the likelihood ratio of the
test features was computed to identify the speakers present in
a recording [13]. Kenny et. al [14] proposed the Joint Factor
Analysis (JFA) approach which improved GMM estimation
by allowing the modelling of interspeaker variability and
compensation for channel/session variability in the context of
high-dimensional GMM supervectors.

With the advent of i-vectors [8], unique fixed length embed-
dings extracted from the recordings could be directly used for
performing verification using cosine similarity scoring [15].
Since i-vectors were highly susceptible to unwanted varia-
tions due to a mismatch of linguistic content and recording
channel information between segments of speech spoken by
the same speaker, Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and
Nuisance Attribute Projection (NAP) were proposed as a
solution with improved performance [15]. Probabilistic LDA
(PLDA), originally introduced by Price and Gee for facial
recognition [16], has emerged as a powerful tool for speaker
verification capable of generating well-calibrated likelihood



ratios between the vectors [17]. Kenny [18] was amongst the
pioneers for implementing PLDA in the i-vector space for
modelling channel variability.

Deep Neural Networks (DNN) for extracting feature vectors
were found to be effective for achieving better speaker recog-
nition performance [19]–[23]. For many years, DNN-based i-
vector systems implementing PLDA scoring were considered
the gold standard in speaker verification domain. Recently,
x-vectors have emerged as an alternative form of speaker em-
bedding that are better suited for speaker recognition purposes
and are 10-25% better than acoustic i-vectors, and slightly
better than i-vectors implementing phonetic bottleneck features
(BNF) at all operating points [10].

The x-vector based systems were able to demonstrate an
impressive performance on speaker recognition and diariza-
tion across different acoustic channels [10], [17], [24]–[26].
These systems operated by extracting x-vectors from speech
segments, performing LDA and using PLDA classifiers to
perform a likelihood ratio test between the enrolled and
the test speakers in a verification task. Research employing
speech enhancement to cancel out noise, reverberation and
normalize distortion from the noisy audio signals have also
shown improvement in this domain [27].

In this paper, we propose a robust x-vector based voice
print extraction system (VBxVPE) for speaker verification
and recognition capable of capturing an individual speaker’s
speech variability resulting from different speaking styles and
varying vocal effort using multiple x-vector representations
associated with a speaker. The novelty of our work lies in
the core-extraction procedure where we refine the x-vectors
by implementing a robust outlier detector followed by re-
clustering of the vectors using the Hierarchical Density-Based
Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (HDBSCAN)
clustering algorithm, to obtain refined clusters from which
the centre of the refined clusters are extracted as the cores
representing the different acoustic variations in speech of the
speaker of interest. The core representations are then stored
in a vector database, which supports semantic vector search
using cosine similarity to identify the closest match between
the enrolled and test speaker cores.

The rest of the paper is organised into four sections. Section
II provides information on the benchmark dataset, the reported
evaluation metrics and a review of the literature relating to
systems evaluated on the benchmark dataset. System compo-
nents and the methodology are described in Section. III, results
obtained and the discussions are provided in Section IV, finally
followed by Conclusions in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

The proposed speaker verification system was evaluated on
the Speakers in the Wild (SITW) corpus developed by the
Stanford Research Institute (SRI) International [28] compris-
ing of speech utterances recorded from diverse ”in-the-wild”
conditions. The corpus was initially released as the corpus
for the SITW Speech Recognition Challenge 2016 with the
aim of benchmarking and supporting the future development

of robust speaker recognition technologies in both single and
multi-speaker audios and has facilitated the benchmarking and
development of a substantial amount of speaker recognition
systems to date. Since the VBxVPE system relies on a PLDA
model, pre-trained on a large number of speaker-labeled x-
vectors [26], the SITW development set [28] was not required
at any stage. The SITW evaluation set [28] is composed of
a total of 180 different speakers across 2,883 audio files nat-
urally containing overlapping utterances, noise, reverberation,
and compression artifacts, making the dataset challenging from
a speaker recognition perspective [28], [29].

The evaluation metrics for evaluating the performance of
the proposed speaker verification system are reported in terms
of Cost of Detection (CDet) or Detection Cost Function (DCF),
Minimum Cost of Detection (minCDet), Equal Error Rate
(EER), Speaker Identification Accuracy (SIA) along with
standard Precision, Recall and F1 scores.

The EER evaluates the operating point at which the missed
and false alarm rates are identical. CDet was the primary
metric used for the SITW Speech Recognition Challenge 2016
[30] and is usually used to assess performance by computing
the weighted sum of cost for miss and false alarm error
probabilities [31].

CDet = Cmiss×Pmiss×Ptar+Cfa×Pfa× (1− Ptar) (1)

From Equation 1 [31], CDet was calculated by setting the
prior probability of target speaker occurrence with the recom-
mended thresholds [30]; Ptar was set as 0.01 and the costs
for both missed Cmiss and false alarms Cfa was set as 1. The
optimal value obtained for CDet is regarded as min (CDet)
[30]. The script for calculation of CDet, min (CDet) and EER
was taken from the speechbrain library [32].

SIA can be expressed as the percentage of the Genuine
Number of Speakers Identified by the system out of the total
Number of speakers as shown in Equation. 2 [33].

SIA =
Genuine Speakers Identified

Number of Speakers
× 100% (2)

The systems developed as part of the SITW Speech Recog-
nition Challenge in 2016 were amongst the first systems to be
evaluated with the SITW corpus. The top two systems [19],
[20] had both implemented i-vector based speaker recognition
systems with LDA and PLDA classifier. The winning system
computed the i-vector for each speaker detected by the di-
arization, and then scored each such i-vector against the i-
vector representing the enrollment speaker and the maximum
of all scores (log-likelihood ratios) was selected as the final
score. The PLDA classifier used by the system was trained
with crowd noise at various levels of Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(SNR) and was able to achieve an EER of 5.85%, CDet score
of 0.506 and min (CDet) score of 0.5032 on the ‘core-core’
evaluation set and EER of 7.34%, CDet score of 0.5834 and
min (CDet) score of 0.5650 on the ‘core-multi’ evaluation set
[19].



The system that was ranked second in the SITW Speech
Recognition Challenge 2016 [20], was based on a DNN i-
vector PLDA system with inter-dataset variability compensa-
tion used to improve cross-domain evaluations and achieved
0.6477 CDet, 0.6038 minCDet and 9.69% EER on the ‘core-
core’ evaluation set.

Snyder et. al. [10] proposed a system implementing an
augmented x-vector extractor and PLDA obtained minimal
error rates on the evaluation with the SITW core evaluation set
with an EER of 4.16% and CDet score of 0.393 which showed
an improvement compared to the previous systems [10]. This
research was extended to cope with speaker verification and
diarization on multi-speaker conversations by removing the
fixed AHC threshold and proposing a method to tune the
thresholding value for more robust x-vector based diarization
with PLDA backend [24]. LDA dimensionality reduction was
performed to reduce the dimensions of the x-vectors to 225 and
one x-vector per speaker was chosen [24]. All the speaker x-
vectors from the test set were compared against the enrollment
x-vectors using PLDA, and the ones with the highest PLDA
log-likelihood ratio score were considered as the result, and
others were discarded [24]. With these improvements, the
system was able to achieve an EER of 1.7% and 0.20 CDet on
the ‘core-core’ evaluation set without diarization whereas an
EER of 2% and CDet score of 0.22 was obtained for the ‘core-
multi’ evaluation set for diarization without AHC threshold
which was regarded as the best benchmark results at that time
[24].

Villalba et. al. [25] improved the best performing x-vector
based speaker recognition system [24] by employing a JHU-
MIT primary fusion system with Factorized Time Delay Neu-
ral Network (FTDNN) encoder network for x-vector speaker
recognition [25]. During the evaluation phase, the x-vector
embeddings were extracted from the first affine transform after
the pooling layer and the rest of the layers after the embedding
layer were discarded. LDA dimensionality reduction, center-
ing, whitening and length normalization was applied to the x-
vectors followed by the PLDA log-likelihood ratio evaluation,
achieving an EER of 1.53% on the core evaluation set and
1.82% EER on the core-multi evaluation set [25], [34].

Recently, systems using the Weighted Prediction Error
(WPE) speech dereverberation algorithm for cancelling out
reverberation and background noise [27] and generating clean
audio signals for extracting speaker embeddings have shown
improved performance for speaker verification. The waveform
amplitude distribution analysis method was employed to esti-
mate the SNR of the real speech recordings, whereby degraded
and noisy audio signals were processed by the Virtual Acoustic
Channel Expansion (VACE)-WPE and speaker embeddings
were extracted using a pre-trained Resnet-34 Deep Speaker
Embedding (DSE) Model employing dereverberation without
Task specific Optimization (TSO) (characterized by prefix
Drv) [27]. The Drv-VACE-WPE system was able to obtain
an EER of 1.46% and minCDet of 0.143 on the ‘core-core’
evaluation condition of the SITW corpus [28] which surpassed
the existing state of the art results.

In contrast to the deep learning approaches, recent research
[33] demonstrated a SIA of 85.83% on the 120 speakers from
the single and unbalanced multi-speaker recordings belonging
to the SITW corpus by implementing a combined i-vector and
classification approach using an Extreme Learning Machine
(ELM) for speaker recognition which was much faster to train
compared to DNNs, and was capable of employing a universal
approximator property to support the predictions [33].

To the best of our knowledge, the proposed VBxVPE
speaker verification system outperforms all the existing state-
of-the-art systems evaluated against the SITW ‘core-core’
and ‘core-multi’ conditions [28]. The extraction of multiple
x-vectors to capture individual speaker speech variability
resulting from different speaking styles and varying vocal
effort, followed by the use of outlier detection and two-stage
clustering for obtaining distilled voice prints of the speakers
of interest, underpins the novelty of the paper.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Data Preprocessing

The audio files were provided in the Free Lossless Audio
Codec (FLAC) file format sampled at 16 KHz by default,
along with the metadata and instructions for enrollment and
evaluation purposes [28]. These were down-sampled to 8 KHz,
a standard sample rate for recording the human voice, and
converted to the WAV file format using the Fast Forward
Motion Picture Experts Group (FFMPEG) python library [35].
The WAV files were then used for either enrolment (Section
III-E) or evaluation (Section III-F) as per the SITW evaluation
set specifications [28].

B. VAD and X-Vector Extraction

An energy based Gaussian Voice Activity Detection (VAD)
system operates on the audio files to get rid of non-speech
segments within the audio that might lead to noisy x-vectors.
256 dimensional X-vectors were extracted from the segments
specified by VAD using a pre-trained ResNet-101 (8Khz)
network [26]. The extracted x-vectors were reduced to 128
dimensions using LDA dimensionality reduction for further
processing.

C. Speaker Diarization

VBx diarization [26] was chosen as the reference architec-
ture for speaker diarization due to its superior performance on
three of the most popular datasets for evaluating diarization:
CALLHOME [3], AMI [4] and DIHARDII datasets [26]. The
Agglomerative Hierarchial Clustering (AHC) algorithm [12]
used by the VBx diarization system [26] was replaced by a
greedy clustering algorithm which operates by calculating the
cosine similarity between a vector and every other x-vector
that appears on the sequence after the reference x-vector. The
algorithm scans for the drop in similarity below the threshold
of 60% which was defined based on our experimental obser-
vations between the vectors and forms a mini cluster and then
starts clustering again with the next x-vector in the sequence as
a reference vector. Once all the x-vector clusters are obtained,



similar clusters are merged based on the similarity between the
reference x-vectors. The implemented greedy algorithm runs
1.8 times faster than AHC and improves the DER by 0.91%
[26] when evaluated against the evaluation set of the third
DIHARD Challenge [2]. Then, a PLDA model pre-trained on
a large number of speaker-labeled x-vectors [26] scores the
obtained clusters to verify the likelihood ratio between them
[17], thereby preparing the final diarization output detailing
who spoke when in the audio file.

D. Core Extraction

Core Extraction also known as Voice Print Extraction can be
regarded as the process of generating a distinct vocal signature
from the acoustic features present in a person’s speech. For
every speaker recognized, the core extraction is performed
in two stages i.e. Outlier Detection and then HDBSCAN
Clustering [36].

Initially, all the x-vectors representing a speaker are grouped
together and investigated for outlier detection where the sys-
tem calculates a cosine similarity matrix between all the x-
vectors and eliminates any noisy x-vectors. Noisy x-vectors
are identified based on the cosine similarity measure and the
vectors that cannot demonstrate a strong association with any
of the major clusters are discarded. The remaining vectors are
then processed with HDBSCAN clustering with an aggressive
setting by enabling the ’allow single cluster’ parameter [36]
i.e. the x-vectors are re-clustered. This will yield a minimum
of one cluster. The number of clusters indicates the distinct
speaking styles captured from a speaker’s vocal features,
enabling the system to capture and identify the speaker of
interest across a variety of domains. Finally, the centres of the
obtained clusters (simple centroid calculation) are extracted
and stored as the voice print of the speaker.

E. The Enrolment Pipeline

Based on the “assist” enrolment conditions specified on the
dataset [28], 742 wav files containing speech from 180 dif-
ferent speakers (∼4 files per speaker) were further segmented
into small chunks as per the annotations provided, typically
around 5 seconds per recording, which were known to contain
the speaker of interest.

Fig. 1 shows the enrolment pipeline for enrolling the speak-
ers from the SITW corpus enrolment set [28] for performing
speaker verification with the proposed VBxVPE system. The
enrolment procedure commences by accepting the audio and
label for the speaker of interest as metadata.

Since the segments specified for enrolment in the “assist”
condition only contains speech from the speaker of interest,
diarization is not performed in the enrolment pipeline, only in
the evaluation pipeline. After VAD and x-vector extraction is
performed as described in Section III-B, the voice print for the
speaker of interest is extracted across all the files containing
the speaker based on the metadata provided as described in
Section III-D.

After extracting the cores across all the files containing the
speaker of interest, core refinement is performed by comparing

Fig. 1. SITW Enrolment Pipeline

the obtained voice prints against each other using cosine
similarity and discarding the cores with similarity greater than
85%, which is the ideal threshold determined by trial and error
to prevent duplication. All unique voice prints derived from
the phonetic features constituting the speaker’s voice are then
enrolled in the vector search database along with a unique
speaker id.

F. The Evaluation Pipeline

For evaluation of the speaker verification system, the SITW
database supports “core-core” evaluation track composed of
1202 recordings without any overlapping speech segments
and “core-multi” evaluation track that requires the enrolled
speakers to be identified from the provided 2275 audio files
containing multiple speakers within a single recording [28],
[30].

Fig. 2. SITW Evaluation Pipeline

Figure 2 presents the evaluation pipeline for the VBxVPE
system. The proposed speaker recognition system only re-
quires audio recordings containing speech as the input for
evaluation. Since the evaluation files may contain multiple
utterances from different speakers, diarization is performed as
discussed in Section III-C. Speaker diarization facilitates the
grouping of x-vectors associated with the speakers identified.



For every speaker identified by diarization, the core/s is
extracted from the pool of x-vectors associated with the
speaker as explained in Section III-D. The cores are then
searched across the vector search database which is capable of
performing semantic vector search based on cosine similarity.
Speakers are identified if there is a match greater than the
identification threshold of 75%, determined through trial and
error experiments, with any enrolled core representing the
speaker in the vector search database. The final output consists
of the identified speaker/s from the recordings, which are
compared against the ground truth for the calculation of the
evaluation metrics as described in Section II.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The proposed speaker recognition system was benchmarked
against the SITW corpus [28]. The x-vector extraction was
performed on an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPU where
as the rest of the processes were executed on a single core
64-Bit CPU with Intel Xeon 2.20GHz processor and 128GB
RAM. The system was able to enrol 180 speakers across
742 files from the evaluation “assist-enrol” set in 21 minutes
and 50 seconds whereas the total time elapsed for generating
predictions on the 1202 recordings from the core set was 57
minutes and 5 seconds and 3 hours 37 mins and 3 seconds for
the 2275 files from the “core-multi” set of the SITW corpus
[28].

The results obtained on the ‘core-core’ evaluation condition
were reported as CDet score of 0.052, min (CDet) score of
0.010, EER of 1.06%, SIA of 95.84% with 0.964 Precision,
0.958 Recall and 0.961 F1 score values. For the ‘core-multi’
evaluation condition the system was able to obtain CDet score
of 0.066, min (CDet) score of 0.010, EER of 1.07%, SIA of
96.30% with 0.967 Precision, 0.963 Recall and 0.965 F1 score
values. The achieved results show a major improvement in the
speaker recognition domain compared to the current state of
the art systems, as seen in Table I.

TABLE I
MODEL PERFORMANCE 1

Core-Core (SITW) Core-Multi (SITW)
System CDet minCDet EER CDet minCDet EER

BUT [19] 0.506 0.5032 5.85% 0.5834 0.5650 7.34%
QUT [20] 0.6477 0.6038 9.69% N/A N/A N/A

X-Vec PLDA 2018 [10] 0.393 N/A 4.16% N/A N/A N/A
X-Vec PLDA 2019 [24] 0.20 N/A 1.7% 0.22 N/A 2%

JHU-MIT [25] N/A N/A 1.53% N/A N/A 1.82%
DRv-VACE-WPE [27] N/A 0.143 1.46% N/A N/A N/A

VBxVPE 0.052 0.010 1.06% 0.066 0.010 1.07%

TABLE II
MODEL PERFORMANCE 2

System Number of speakers SIA
i Vector with ELM [33] 120 85.83%
VBxVPE 180 96.30%

Table I compares the proposed VBxVPE system against the
top two systems [19], [20] in the SITW Speech Recognition
Challenge 2016 [30] along with four state-of-the-art speaker

verification and recognition systems [10], [24], [25], [27]. It
can be observed that the VBxVPE speaker verification system
demonstrates an improved performance on both the single and
multi-speaker settings. The majority of existing speaker ver-
ification systems evaluated under the “core-multi” conditions
have struggled in comparison to the “core-core” condition due
to the presence of multi-speaker utterances within a single clip,
in addition to noise, reverberation and compression artifacts
[19], [24], [25]. However, The VBxVPE system employs a
greedy clustering algorithm in diarization, outlier detection and
HDBSCAN clustering implemented for core-extraction, that
generates precise x-vector representations of the speaker even
in multi-speaker scenarios which is the key to robust speaker
recognition [24]. Due to highly accurate speaker separation
and effective voice print extraction technology, the proposed
system demonstrates optimal performance across the varying
conditions across both the evaluation sets. As shown in Table
II, compared to the approach combining i-vector with ELM
[33], the proposed VBxVPE system was able to achieve
96.30% SIA across 180 speakers demonstrating an improved
performance on the “core-multi” evaluation set, which also
contained a mixture of single and multi-speaker recordings.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Text-independent speaker recognition and verification is
still regarded as a challenging field of research owing to the
complications surrounding the human voice, as it is sensitive
to the speaker’s environment, mood and language. A myriad
of research and advancements in this domain have facilitated
the development of ground-breaking systems and architectures
that enable the systems to identify the speakers present in
the recording with impressive accuracy. The presented x-
vector based voice biometric system aims to refine the speaker
verification approach further by proposing a novel voice print
extraction algorithm able to capture numerous speech based
phonetic variations associated with the speaker of interest us-
ing multiple x-vector representations through outlier detection
refinement and two-stage clustering.

The experiments conducted on the VBxVPE system and the
results obtained on the SITW benchmark [28] demonstrate a
major improvement in the speaker recognition and verifica-
tion domain. It was observed that by implementing a highly
accurate diarization system, optimal speaker recognition per-
formance can be obtained on multi-speaker recordings as well.
Also, an effective outlier detection algorithm can eliminate
noisy, distorted and overlapping speech vectors leading to the
extraction of high-quality voice prints for improved speaker
recognition. Our research demonstrates promising results on
the SITW dataset [28] containing challenging recordings from
180 different speakers in an intrinsic setting without any
domain specific tuning. In future work, we aim to enhance
the VBxVPE speaker verification system by applying robust
dereverberation and speech enhancement and evaluate the
system using larger and more challenging datasets including
multilingual speech such as VoxCeleb [5], MultiSV [6] and
HI-MIA [37].
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